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The guide of the owner of any car will tell you - the most excruciating simplistic step-by-step possible - how to control everything from seat belts to the boot lock and how to finely adjust the rear headrests with ferocious, intrusive precision. And almost every page will have a yellow box screaming at you so as not to do something stupid like licking brake discs or serve the water radiator as an after-going
digestif. After all, based on the advice of their attorneys, manufacturers should assume that anyone who buys their cars should be a total idiot. While the average owner's guide is overdoing it, it doesn't mean we can't all use random refresher courses in automotive common sense. And, don't get it wrong, but we know there are many of you who won't admit to the simple things you flat never learned. So
here's our unabashed (but a little bashed) guide to the most elementary problems of automotive exploitation. It's something you don't necessarily learn in driver education and your father just assumed you learned through osmosis transgeneration. How to change tires used to be that blowouts were regular car events- right there with the pounding random headlights of a mmmstanding raccoon and forced to
use a gnarled petrol toilet. Fortunately, modern tires rarely shed a tread or spontaneously deteriorate. But there is a guaranteed time when you will be forced to change the tires. If the tire is blowing, do not try to save it or its wheel, stopping immediately in a lousy situation; The shoulder of a busy freeway is considered a lousy situation. If possible, find a level, solid, well-lit surface and park, even if it means
driving a mile at low speed with your hazard lights on. And for God's sake, don't stop in traffic. Never. Then make sure the car can't roll. The parking brake should be on, and the transmission in the park (in automatic mode) or in gear (in the manual). Grab a spare, wrench and jack. Most new cars use scissors like jacks that lift the car up at a predetermined point on the car's structure. All information about
where the tools and connector points are is contained in the owner's manual. Now lift the car with the point of not far away from the nearest disabled wheel so that the weight of the car is on the socket, but the tire is still in contact with the road. If there is a cap that will need to be removed to drag the nuts may be available. Since the tire is still in contact with the road, the drag nuts should be cracked loosely
(counterclockwise) but not removed. The car can be jaded further and the hatches removed. With the nuts turned off, you can remove the assembly of tires and wheels. Put the spare on, and manually tighten the drag nuts (clockwise). The car can now be lowered, so the tire touches Although the weight of the car should remain on the socket. Drag nuts should be tightened further using a star pattern
(around the wheel, skipping all the other drag) to make sure they snug down evenly on on Put the car on the ground. Tighten the drag nuts down as snugly as possible. Get on the road. Also: Call the Auto Club. As you go-start the car first, make sure it's the battery that really is the problem. If the car's headlights light up brightly and the start engine foams at its usual ferocity, the battery is likely to rise from a
large number of amplifiers. Second, make sure you have a good set of jumper cables-reliable, rubber-coated cables that can handle the amplifier. Virtually all jumper cables must be colored with a red clip designed for a positive pole on the battery and a black negative clip. Ideally, a car with a booming battery and a car jump should be parked on a clean, dry surface. And they should be parked so that the
car batteries are available and close enough to each other so that the cables can comfortably cover the space between them without being stretched. With both machines off, attach one of the red clamps to the positive (I) terminal on the battery, which is considered bad. Be careful with another red clip- it's now live. Then plug in another red clip to the positive terminal on the car's jump battery. After that,
one black clamp goes to the negative (-) terminal on a good battery, while another black clamp has to move to an unpainted steel surface on a stalled car to be grounded. Start a car with a good battery. Routing the cables thus uses the battery on the live car to start the car with disabilities, so there is no need to wait for the dead battery to charge. Start a dead car. Remove the cables in reverse, close the
appropriate bonnets and operate two cars as normal. If the electric system in the car with the drained battery is otherwise good, the battery should be recharged after about 15 minutes of driving, and it should all be okey-dokey. Also: If a car with a dead battery has a manual gearbox, there is always a blow-running car, too. With the key on, the car on the first gear, and the clutch pushed, pushes the car
forward (clicking on it or jumping down a conveniently located hill), and once up to the speed of running, quickly release the clutch. The machine has to, and then start. How to check the tire pressure All any car does depends on the four rubber doughnuts on which it sits. Making sure that these tires are properly inflated is the best way to ensure that your car works at its best in terms of handling and fuel
efficiency. There are fancy tire sensors and simple tire sensors, but they all work pretty much the same way. Just take the sensor to each tire, remove the cover of the valve-stem (and put it in your pocket so you don't lose it on the ground), press the sensor flat against stem, and the sensor will read the pressure. If you hear the air sucking out of the valve next to the sensor, you don't have a full seal and get
inaccurate reading. What this reading should be usually listed on the sticker in one of the front front Or is it in the owner's guide. Proper pressure is not the maximum listed on the bus itself; it's often too high. After that, it is a matter of adding air and rechecking the pressure until the tires are at their correct inflation. But be careful not to over overreact because this leaves the car riding on smaller, less stable
contact patches. Remember that it is best to measure tire pressure when the tires are cold- after the car has been parked at night is perfect. Tires that are warm after work all day will have higher pressure from extra heat. Tyre pressure should be checked at least once a month. Also: When the tires shred, the steel wheels make a beautiful spark against the pavement. How to check the oil oil in your car's
engine is there to grease rather than burn. Therefore, checking the oil is a way to determine if there is enough material on board and if the engine has developed an appetite for it. First, look in the owner's guide and determine where the butter dipstick is. In most cars it is located next to the engine block and marked with a bright handle and oil icon. Take your car for a spin to warm the oil to normal operating
temperature. Then park the car on a roll-out surface and let it sit with the engine shut down for at least five or ten minutes. Open the hood, find the dipstyka and pull it by the handle. The long shaft of metal, which makes up most of the stick, should be covered with motor oil. Wipe it with a clean rag. Reinsert dipstick and then pull it out again. At the bottom of the stick there will be markings showing where the
normal level of oil should be. If these labels have oil on you, you're fine. If it is under them, add half a liter of oil at a time until you reach the appropriate level. If there is no oil on the stick at all, you have a problem. Do not start the engine on the pulp supplying oil. Add the appropriate type of motor oil (this is in the owner's guide, too) as soon as possible to the engine, which is low. Even if it's only a few
hundred miles since the oil sump was filled, you could have a serious problem. Also: Throwing a bearing is devastating and dramatic. How to get Unstuck you just drove into the nastiness and the car got stuck. What to do? From snow: It is very important to keep a light foot on the gas, because too much throttle just rotates the tires, heating them and melting snow around them, which will freeze in the ice.
First, go out and see how bad you are stuck. If it's just your drive drives that are locked, the process will be much easier. But if you've tried to plow through the drift and the whole car is angled on an embankment of snow, you'll have to do some digging first to get the car back to solid ground. If you can move All, rock the vehicle back and forth, moving between drive and reverse and going as far as you can
in any direction. Be careful not to step on the gas before the transfer is engaged, or you could do serious transfer damage. Transfer. It helps to clear a little space around the front tires, crank the steering wheel back and forth. You can get a little extra traction by putting cardboard under the wheels of the drive, too. If there is no cardboard around, and the situation is desperate, the car floor mats can also
work. If this fails, continue with a shovel. Dirt or sand: Whatever you do, don't rotate the tires. It's just going to dig a deeper hole. Instead, put something in the intended way of drive wheel-palms, branches, beach towels, wooden blocks, your little brother, anything, and act slowly. Ideally, if you are wandering off-road, you should take with you a mud staircase or a sandy staircase. The mud and sand ladders
are mostly small bridges made of steel, rope or wood that can be placed in front of the drive wheel and driven across. Of course, anyone so well prepared to have sand or mud stairs along is also more likely to have a buddy with wine entards nearby. Also: Give up the vehicle on the spot and buy a new one. How Spot Cops Everyone breaks the speed limit sometimes, but there are ways to minimize the
chances of getting caught. First of all, know that the cops are driving. Most still use Ford Crown Victoria, although the Dodge Charger goes online with many traffic patrols and government police agencies, and some have taken the Chevy Impala. Learn how to determine what the Crown Vic, Charger or Impala looks like in the rearview mirror, and react accordingly. Pay special attention to the shape and
position of parking lights in relation to headlights; it can be a clear sign at night. Second, keep running mental traffic inventory around you. If cars suddenly slow down for no apparent reason, it may be because there is a reason obvious to them. Third, be aware of ramps and areas where police can easily escape. Police officers often patrol the same section of the pavement for days on end. They know all
the easy places to fish, so be aware of the big bushes, flyovers, big signs, and anywhere else it would be easy for a police car to hide. And all this before the radar review. To do this, you can buy a radar detector. In addition: You can always strictly observe the speed limit. Just kidding. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io gateway p5ws0 drivers windows 7. laptop gateway p5ws0 drivers. gateway p5ws0 wifi drivers
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